
 

2013-2014 Executive Board  Meeting 
 

Topic:   Executive Board Meeting 13-06 
Date & Time:  Tuesday, August 6, 2013 
   1:00 p.m. 
Place:   MSU Boardroom, MUSC room 201 
    

 

Items:  1)  Adopt Agenda  
  2)  Adopt Minutes EB 13-05  
  3)  Yearplans D’Angela 
  4)    
  5)    
  6)    
  7)    
  8)    
  9)    
  10)    
     
Objectives  1)  Adopt Agenda  
  2)  Adopt Minutes  
  3)  Approval  
  4)    
  5)    
  6)    
  7)    
  8)    
  9)    
  10)    
  11)  Provide Information & Answer Questions  
  12)  Unfinished/Other Business  
  13)  Time of Next Meeting and Motion to Adjourn  
 
Motions 

 
3. Moved by D’Angela, seconded by ___ that the Executive Board approve the Yearplans of the MACgreen 

Coordinator, MAC Breadbin Director, and SHEC Coordinator.   
 



Executive Board Meeting 13-06 
Tuesday, August 6, 2013 @ 1:00pm 
MSU Main Boardroom, MUSC room 201 
 
Call to order @ 1:05 p.m. 
Present Campbell , D’Angela, Doucet, Morrow, Wolwowicz  
Late  
Absent Cicchi, Graham, Leslie, Milani 
Others Present J. McGowan (General Manager), V. Scott (Recording Secretary),  

Michael Wooder (SLDC), Ellen Xu (MAC Bread Bin Director) 
 
1. Adopt Agenda 
 
Moved by Wolwowicz, seconded by D’Angela that the Executive Board adopt the agenda as presented. 
 
Vote on Agenda 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
2. Adopt Minutes  
 
Moved by Wolwowicz, seconded by D’Angela that the Executive Board adopt the minutes from Executive Board 
meeting 13-05 – July 23, 2013.   
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
3. Yearplans 
 
Moved by D’Angela, seconded by Wolwowicz that the Executive Board approve the Yearplans of the MACgreen 
Coordinator, MAC Breadbin Director, and SHEC Coordinator.   
 

 D’Angela explained that Ellen Xu is here to present her yearplan to the Board, and that the others couldn’t 
make it. 

 Xu went over her yearplan with the Board. She asked if there could be tax receipts for those who donate. 

 Doucet explained that they have looked into this in the past but were unable to do so for a number of 
reasons, one of them being that they can’t have two tax statuses.  

 
Questions 

 Campbell asked how many vouchers have they given out during the academic year, and how many were 
given out this summer. Xu responded that they have been giving out three to four vouchers per week 
during the summer, and while she wasn’t sure about the academic year she estimated that it was 
probably around 10-15 per week.  

 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
4. Information and Question Period 
 

 Wooder thanked the Board for passing the Diversity Services logo. He pointed out that the colour choices 
for the logo weren’t random. The gold and maroon were chosen as they are the main colours used in the 
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visual identity guide and the blue and green are secondary colours in the guide. He added that the 
Director and Rebecca Arboly are working on promotion materials.  

 D’Angela reported that Welcome Day is August 9. The MSU will be helping out with ‘debunking the myth’ 
and doing information sessions with parents. PTM training is going on that same weekend.  

 Morrow reported that Horizons took place over the long weekend and that they had over 150 delegates. 
He announced that they have been getting fantastic feedback. 

 Campbell reported that Graham has compiled information on Solar and put it all in a document. This has 
been given to the Registrar and Provost.  

 Doucet reported that Ward 1 is having a participatory budget meeting, and that they are trying to engage 
students by asking for them to submit proposals on how they would like to see the money spent. Once all 
proposals are submitted and reviewed, residents of Ward 1 get to vote on the best submission. Doucet 
reported that he was approached with a date during Welcome Week where Brian McHattie will be 
meeting with students. The plan is to have an open forum, with students discussing ideas.  

 
5. Adjournment and Time of Next Meeting 
 
Time of Next Meeting:  
 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 
1:00 pm 

MSU Boardroom, MUSC room 201 
 
Moved by Morrow, seconded by Wolwowicz that the meeting be adjourned.  
 

Passes Unanimously  
 
Meeting adjourned @ 1:24 p.m. 
 
 
/vs 

 
 
 



   YEARplan13 

 

 

 

Department:   

Mac Bread Bin 

 

Date Submitted:  

July 1
st
, 2013 

Prepared by: 

Ellen (Zhuo Luan) Xu 

 

Date Revised:  

July 22, 2013 

Administered by:  

Anna D’Angela, VP Administration 
vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca or 905.525.9140 ex. 23250 

Date Approved:  

 

 

      

 The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your department intend 

to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals that you wish to 

accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give your supervisor an 

understanding of the direction you wish to take with your department, and identify areas where 

support can be given. When completed, the YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and 

visions of your department, and allow the respective members to focus their attention on areas of 

importance within the MSU. 

 

1. Read over the YEARplan.  

2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer). 

3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 2
nd

, 2013. 

4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan. 

5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 29
th

, 2013. 

 

 The final copy will be submitted to the Executive Board for review and approval at the 

August 6
th

 meeting. 

 

 If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date 

indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable 

extension (contact information above). 
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MISSION an overview 

 

MAC Bread Bin’s serves the student population by providing food vouchers and supplies 

to all applicants of the service. Our mission is to offer reliable and confidential service which 

students can comfortably use in situations of need. Bread Bin also aims to form positive 

collaborations with other MSU services and campus groups to organize charitable events to 

support local aid services. Additionally, we conduct research and campaigns to raise awareness 

and encourage fellow students to give back to the less fortunate. 

 

ROLES that individuals play 

 

List all positions found within or in relation to your department including full-time and part time 

staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles if applicable and how their role intersects 

with yours. 

 

 Name of Individual Role(s) 

1. 

 

VP Admin, VP 

Education, VP Finance, 

Accounting and Support 

Staff 

-Provide guidance and support to ensure successful operation 

of all MSU services, including MAC Bread Bin 

2. 

 

MAC Bread Bin 

Director 

-Respond to and process voucher requests 

-Ensure adequate food stock 

-Recruit, train, and organize volunteers 

-Hire coordinators for GFB and Meal Exchange 

-Select executive volunteers 

-Release and analyze Hunger Survey results 

-Reach out to both McMaster and Hamilton communities 

3.  

 

Bread Bin Volunteers -Plan and run events 

-Distribute vouchers 

-Coordinate and deliver Good Food Box orders 

-Involvement in promotions 

4. 

 

Good Food Box 

Coordinator 

-Work closely with both Pastor Loretta and the Director to 

purchase GFB’s   

5.  

 

Meal Exchange 

Coordinator 

-Attendance in weekly Meal Exchange meetings  

-Work with Bread Bin volunteers 

-Help plan and run ‘Trick or Eat’ and ‘Skip a Meal’ 

6.  

 

Secretary (Exec) -Take meeting minutes 

-Update team of upcoming deadlines and events 

7.  

 

External Relations 

Officer (Exec) 

-Update and manage social media pages 

8.  

 

Social Chair (Exec) -Contact and create partnerships with other MSU services 

and community groups 

9.  

 

Advertising and 

Promotions Manager 

(exec) 

-Promote Bread Bin events  

-Work with Underground to create advertising campaigns 
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OBJECTIVES step by step  

 

Objective 1 Continue providing reliable service to all students with ensured confidentiality 

Description Maintain sufficiently stocked shelves with a reasonable variety of foods for all 

applicants. 

 

Benefits The MSU can continue to provide essential support to applicants in need. 

 

Difficulties Voucher requests have been significantly increasing each year, and our 

shelves, especially popular foods (cereal etc.), are consistently used up.  

 

Long-term We will promote Trick or Eat and Feed the Bus-our two main events- in order 

to gain more recognition and increase hunger awareness. This will encourage 

more donations, thus allowing us to raise more food for local food banks and 

our own storage too. 

 

How 1. Organize more frequent shopping trips to maintain a plentiful inventory. 

2. Try to increase awareness by publishing hunger survey results in the 

Silhouette. 

3. Regulate and limit voucher size to match the frequency of user requests. 

4. Brainstorm new ways to collect donations. 

 

Partners Silhouette, Underground, Bread Bin and Meal Exchange volunteers, other 

MSU services, students. 

 

 

Objective 2 Build a strong volunteer base and maintain committed involvement 

Description Recruiting volunteers and encouraging involvement in Bread Bin events and 

tasks. 

 

Benefits Creating a strong, dedicated team of volunteers will be helpful in running 

events and enhancing Bread Bin promotion. Volunteers will also familiarize 

with the importance of social responsibility and bring awareness to their peers 

and the student community. 

 

Difficulties Students tend to skip meetings and events as the school year progresses due to 

the increase in school work. Commitment can be improved by assigning 

specific responsibilities. Additionally, I plan on creating an application 

process, where interested students have to fill out a form and possibly attend 

an interview. Through the process of selection, volunteers might feel more 

dedicated and appreciative of their membership.  

 

Long-term The team will be stronger with more dedicated volunteers, which increases the 

amount of help for events and the likelihood of continued volunteering. 
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How 1. Welcome Day (August 9) and Welcome Week Promotion at Clubsfest. 

2. Send out application procedures for volunteers to complete.  

2. Create executive positions to give volunteers ownership over their 

responsibilities. 

3. Hold regular meetings for volunteers. 

4. Encourage volunteer involvement in decision-making for events. 

5. Make posters to post in residence to inform first-years. 

6. Advertising Bread Bin on Res Life TVs. 

7. Host a great volunteer appreciation event at the end of each term to make 

volunteers feel appreciated for their hard work. 

 

Partners Residence Staff, Underground media, existing Bread Bin volunteers. 

 

 

Objective 3 Promoting Good Food Box Program 

Description The Good Food Box program aims to provide fresh, healthy produce to 

McMaster Students at low costs.  

 

Benefits Students can easily access healthy produce at affordable prices. It is also more 

convenient since each purchase includes a variety of produce, which is more 

time efficient than grocery-shopping.  

 

Difficulties There are not many volunteers to help in packing the produce due to 

inconvenient timing. Also, not many students are aware of this service. 

 

Long-term Recruiting more volunteers overall may increase the volunteers available. 

More advertisements of this program would definitely help promote it. Also, 

some suggestions have been made to extend the Good Food Box service so 

that it will be accessible throughout the summer. 

 

How 1. Promote the GFB program on campus with advertisements. 

2. Try to round up more volunteers. 

3. Create a potential partnership with Farm Stand and Community Teaching 

Garden. This will provide an alternative source of produce that can also be 

donated while strengthening all three services. 

4. Ask existing Good Food Box customers if the program would be helpful 

over the summer. 

 

Partners Pastor Loretta, Bread Bin Volunteers, Underground, Farm Stand, Community 

Teaching Garden. 

 

 

Objective 4 Feed The Bus 

Description This event collects food, clothing and monetary donations to provide for local 

aid services and also restock our own shelves for the next year. 
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Benefits This event is a great opportunity to raise awareness and provide information to 

students about the less fortunate. It also promotes positive community 

involvement and creates an excellent opportunity for students to give back to 

their community. 

 

Difficulties The event is dependent on the weather. In previous years, we did not receive 

much donations on stormy days. 

 

Long-term Our long term goal is to attract more attention to this annual event. We hope to 

do this through social media, classroom speakers, and encouraging other MSU 

services to announce this event to their members. Also to bring more attention, 

we might create some games at the bus that students can win prizes from. A 

donation is required to play. Another idea is to submit an article about the 

success of the event, to raise awareness for next year’s event. 

 

How 1. Contact Attridge before winter break about lending us the bus for a week. 

2. Start planning with the Bread Bin and Meal Exchange teams. Assign 

responsibilities to different individuals. 

3. In February, start designing posters an contact interested participants in 

helping out. 

4. A month before the event, contact Union Market for advertising with the 

coffee sleeves. Also contact Compass and Res Life for promoting the event on 

the TV. 

5. Start the actual promotion 2 weeks before the event. 

6. Run Feed the Bus in March 

7. After the event, submit an article to the Silhouette regarding the turnout of 

the event, to help raise awareness for the event next year and the Bread Bin 

service in general. 

 

Partners Bread Bin and Meal Exchange volunteers, students, other MSU services and 

campus organizations 

 

 

Objective 5 Trick Or Eat 

Description This is a fun event during Halloween where volunteers can dress up and get to 

know the Hamilton community by collecting food donations. The goal of this 

event is to collect donations for local food banks and also a small portion for 

our own service. 

 

Benefits This event allows students to contribute to a good cause with short term 

obligations. Furthermore, new students can get to know their city better 

outside of McMaster. 

 

Difficulties The only difficulty that we may face is a shortage of volunteers as a result of 

possible rain. 
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Long-term We haven’t raised many online monetary donations that contribute to Meal 

Exchange and hope to increase this. We will try to promote this through social 

media.  

 

How 1. Brainstorm with volunteers and Meal Exchange coordinator  

2. Contact other McMaster organizations, especially Maroons and SOCS, for 

their participation if interested. 

2. Plan and assign responsibilities to volunteers 

3. At the beginning of October 

-contact Fortinos for shopping carts 

-create and post posters 

-have classroom announcements 

-hand out flyers regarding this event to neighbourhoods that we will be 

collecting from 

 

Partners BreadBin and Meal Exchange volunteers, interested students, MSU 

organizations (especially Maroons and SOCS) 

 

 

Objective 6 Community Involvement 

Description This introduces volunteers and students to the local charities in Hamilton. We 

will be going on a scheduled basis to places such as soup kitchens, food banks, 

homeless shelters to help others out. 

 

Benefits Volunteers will be provided the opportunity to explore outside their campus. 

Also they will be encouraged to reach out and help their community. 

 

Difficulties Consistent attendance may be difficult due to examinations, classes and home 

visits on weekends. We can try sending out Doodle polls to survey and decide 

the times that are convenient for the majority. 

 

Long-term If volunteers enjoy this activity, we can establish a routine schedule where we 

can help out at a charity regularly. Also, students will be encouraged to help 

out in their own free time if they wish.  

 

How 1. Research local organizations during the summer 

2. In September, approach the organizations and see which ones approve of 

large groups of volunteers 

3. Decide with volunteers on one to a few places that we would like to 

volunteer at 

4. Coordinate the volunteer sessions 

 

Partners Bread Bin and Meal Exchange volunteers and all students interested 

 

Objective 7 Holiday Food/Toy Drives 

Description To host a holiday charity event to donate the food and toys to local charities. 
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Toys can also be donated to the McMaster Children’s Hospital 

 

Benefits Students are motivated to give back to the less fortunate during the holidays 

 

Difficulties This event may lack volunteers due to examinations and some who leave for 

the holidays. Also students are not usually at school in December so there 

might not be a lot of donations. 

 

Long-term We hope that enough students and volunteers will be available for this event so 

early planning and promotions are preferred. 

 

How 1. Start researching local organizations that would be interested in receiving 

the donations in September. 

2. In October, plan with the Breadbin committee on how to run this efficiently. 

Then approach the organizations. 

3. Begin promoting (designing posters, social media updates etc) this event  

from mid- to late November. 

4. Run the event throughout December (early December until exams start). 

 

Partners Local organizations, BreadBin and Meal exchange volunteers, students 

 

Objective 8 Collaborating with SRAs for Faculty Events 

Description To collect food donations from annual faculty-specific events such as 

Formaldehyde, Fireball etc. Prices for the tickets can be lowered by a few 

dollars with a food donation. The donations will be donated to local charities 

and a portion will be kept for our own shelves. 

 

Benefits There are various faculty events annually and we can collect a significant 

amount of donations periodically. Event attendees can also enjoy lower ticket 

costs while contributing to a good cause. Because the events occur at different 

times throughout the school year, we are able to donate to several 

organizations in Hamilton. 

 

Difficulties The events’ committees may not agree to lower the price of the tickets. We 

will try to ask for a small price drop (eg. $38 with a donation instead of $40). 

Additionally, we can offer to help them promote their event (posting their 

events on our Facebook/Twitter pages). Another issue is that it might be 

troublesome for ticket sellers at Compass to collect the donations. If it is 

inconvenient, donations can be collected by other individuals who are selling 

tickets apart from compass.  

 

Long-term If this novel collaboration works, we will be able to promote MacBreadBin, 

raise more awareness, and also help other societies promote their events. 

 

How 1. Start researching all the annual faculty events at McMaster. 

2. Contact all the SRAs or the event committees and present this idea. 
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3. Hopefully they will agree and next, contact Compass for their cooperation. 

4. If all runs smoothly, contact different organizations who are interested in 

receiving donations. 

5. Collect donations and give them to charity. 

 

Partners SRAs, Faculty committees, Compass 

 

Objective 9 Farmstand and Teaching Garden Produce Donations 

Description To include fresh leftover produce donated by Farmstand and the Teaching 

Garden in our vouchers. 

 

Benefits Good produce will not be wasted and voucher recipients will be able to enjoy 

healthier, fresher food. We can also promote these two fairly new services by 

including flyers in our vouchers and also their events on our social media 

pages. 

 

Difficulties There may be difficulties in keeping the produce fresh in our cabinets. 

Hopefully we will be able to use the fridge in the MSU office. 

 

Long-term Farmstand and Teaching Garden will gain more recognition for all their hard 

work. Also students can enjoy a reasonable supply of healthy, fresh foods. We 

can also think of releasing a booklet together, that introduces students to the 

nutritional benefits of different produce.  

 

How 1. Contact Farmstand and Teaching Garden to see if they’re interested in 

donating a small portion of their produce. 

2. Post on the MacBreadBin MSU, Facebook, and Twitter pages to inform 

students about the availability of fresh produce in vouchers. 

3. If possible, release a pamphlet that provides information on nutrition. 

 

Partners Teaching Garden, Farmstand, Bread Bin coordinators and volunteers 

 

 

GOALS to strive for 
 

List 3 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of September 

1) Book a table for Clubsfest 

2) Have food and lockers ready for voucher requests 

3) Have hired executive positions filled 

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1
st
) 

1) Run Trick or Eat successfully 

2) Expand and strengthen the volunteer base 

3) Contacted and have started volunteering at local organizations 

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2
nd

) 
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1) Release the nutrition pamphlet with Farm Stand and Teaching Garden. 

2) Successfully run Feed the Bus 

3) Mentor the executive team and the new director for the upcoming year 

 

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 

your department did over the course of the year, what would that include? 

 

 

-Trick or Eat 

-Feed the Bus 

-Online recipe submissions 

-Holiday Food/Toy Drive  

-Good Food Box expansion 

-Volunteering at local charities 

-Introducing fresh produce into vouchers 

-Releasing a nutrition pamphlet 

 

 

 

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist 

 

Summer 

(preparation) 

- create a poster board for MUSC Clubsfest table display 

- make locker arrangements with Titles 

- prepare promotional items  

-book table for Clubsfest 

-organize specific executive positions for volunteers to sign up 

-finish hiring the coordinators for Meal Exchange and Good Food Box 

-organize/restock shelves 

-contact Pastor Loretta about Good Food Box program 

-research local charity organizations for volunteer opportunities 

-contact MTCG and Farmstand about produce donations and the 

possibility of releasing a nutrition pamphlet 

September -start recruiting and training volunteers 

-select executive volunteer positions 

-approaching local charity organizations 

-start planning for Trick or Eat 

-convince other MSU services o sign up a Trick or Eat team 

-contact SRAs and other Faculty-specific committees about collecting 

donations 

October -Trick or Eat 

-October GFB 

November -November GFB 

-begin volunteering at local charity organizations 

-edit existing Hunger Survey (to be released in January) 

December -December GFB 

-Start planning for feed the bus 
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-Have a holiday volunteer mini-party 

-Run a Holiday food/clothing/children’s toy drive 

January -January GFB 

-release Hunger Survey online 

-continue planning Feed the Bus 

-release nutrition pamphlet 

February For Feed the Bus: 

-create banners/posters/union market coffee sleeves 

-contact campus organizations for involvement 

-contact food banks to donate to 

-February GFB 

March  -March GFB 

-Feed the Bus event 

-Start hiring new Director 

April -Volunteer Appreciation party 

-train and mentor the next Bread Bin director 

 

 

Weekly -fill and deliver voucher requests 

-hold meetings 

-contact other MSU services (if needed) 

-prepare and brainstorm for upcoming events 

 

 

COLLABORATION within the MSU  
 

1) In previous years, a student cookbook was published through the collaboration of Bread Bin 

and SHEC. Together, we hope to provide more recipes to all students by publishing them online 

on the MSU website, so it would be easily accessible to students.  

 

2) Every year for Feed the Bus, many campus groups and MSU services have helped us. We owe 

much of our success to SOCS, Maroons, and MacBeat. This year, we hope to involve more 

organizations and anyone else who is interested in helping. 

 

3) This year, we wish to introduce fresh produce into our vouchers. Farm Stand, and Teaching 

Garden are hoping to contribute leftover produce for BreadBin to include in its vouchers. We are 

also thinking of creating a pamphlet that provides general information on different produce 

which can be distributed to all students.  

 

4) This year, we are hoping to involve more students in donating food and acknowledging the 

existence of hunger. We will try to collaborate with the SRAs in order to collect food donations 

during each of their annual faculty formals. Tickets can be purchased at a slightly lower price 

with the donation of a canned food.  
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FINAL COMMENTS leave nothing out 
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Department:   

MACgreen 

 

Date Submitted: July 2, 2013 

Prepared by: 

Kaitlin Jingco 

 

Date Revised: July 28, 2013 

Administered by:  

Anna D’Angela, VP Administration 
vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca or 905.525.9140 ex. 23250 

Date Approved:  

 

 

      

 The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your department intend 

to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals that you wish to 

accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give your supervisor an 

understanding of the direction you wish to take with your department, and identify areas where 

support can be given. When completed, the YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and 

visions of your department, and allow the respective members to focus their attention on areas of 

importance within the MSU. 

 

1. Read over the YEARplan.  

2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer). 

3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 2
nd

, 2013. 

4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan. 

5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 29
th

, 2013. 

 

 The final copy will be submitted to the Executive Board for review and approval at the 

August 6
th

 meeting. 

 

 If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date 

indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable 

extension (contact information above). 
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MISSION an overview 
 

The mission of MACgreen for the 2013-2014 school year will primarily be to improve student 

knowledge and concern regarding environmental issues on campus and beyond. We will do this 

by developing a stronger MACgreen-to-student relationship through increasing education and 

improving events. We will be working closely with the Office of Sustainability, and together we 

will focus on waste diversion from landfills. They will be installing new recycling bins 

throughout MUSC and together, we will educate students about how to dispose waste properly, 

why proper waste disposal is key, then monitoring the changes MUSC experiences with its 

waste. This ongoing project will be achieved through monthly tabling in the student centre, 

obtaining student involvement by utilizing volunteers, and promotion through social media and 

events. Not only will we strive to improve the MACgreen-to-student relationship, we will also 

work hard to improve relationships with other MSU services and community groups. 

Collaborating with other groups for monthly events will be a priority for MACgreen this year. 

We will also continue and expand Used But Not Bruised Notebooks, Think Recycle, improve 

advertising and be open to new ideas and plans. 

 

 

ROLES that individuals play 
 

List all positions found within or in relation to your department including full-time and part time 

staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles if applicable and how their role intersects 

with yours. 

 

 Name of Individual Role(s) 

 

 

MSU VP Admin -boss 

 

 

MSU VP Finance -budgeting and purchasing help 

 

 

MSU Student 

Development Coordinator 

-promotions 

 

 

MSU Network Admin -computer and MSU website help 

 

 

MSU Accounts 

Receivable 

-purchasing order help 

 

 

Kate Whalen; Office of 

Sustainability 

-partner for MUSC waste diversion project 

-key for sustainability help and knowledge 

 

 

Alex Pongetti; 

Underground Service 

Coordinator 

-Used But Not Bruised contact 

 

 

Underground Designer -help with advertising 



 

 

 

 

Teresa McKay; Facility 

Event Coordinator 

/musc@msu.mcmaster.ca

_ 

-arranges atrium booking 

 

 

Richard Cioci; Think 

Recycle 

-Contact for Think Recycle 

 

 

MACgreen Exec Team -help promote, plan and run events 

-educate students about the importance of environmental 

awareness 

(one exec will take on the Greenvine, another for Used But 

Not Bruised, and another for Think Recycle; we will each help 

with all other tasks) 

 

 

Student Volunteers -create Used But Not Bruised Books 

-install new recycling bins 

-help run events, clean ups etc. 
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OBJECTIVES step by step  Copy and paste to add more objectives if required 

 

 

Objective 1 - The Community Clean Up Event 

Description There is always a lot of waste and litter generated on and off campus throughout 

Welcome Week. This clean up would require our efforts and the efforts of 

volunteers, to clean up McMaster’s surrounding area following Welcome Week. 

This event is primarily run be SCSN, but we will help with advertising and 

promotion, recruiting volunteers and providing giveaways to volunteers. 

Benefits This would be beneficial as it would get students physically involved in 

cleaning the grounds; they’d be able to see direct results from their efforts. This 

would also benefit people off campus, as the area would be made clean again.  

Difficulties -getting people to volunteer 

-not knowing how many people will attend 

Long-term If successful, we can help with this event after every Welcome Week. 

How -advertise through social media, Clubsfest, Welcome Day 

-arrange giveaways 

-prepare with SCSN 

-contact other collaborators for advertising help 

 

-prep in summer and finished week after Welcome Week 

Partners -SCSN (primarily) 

-Maroons, Inter Residence Council, Shinerama (get them to advertise also, as 

they are key contributors to Welcome Week events) 

 

Objective 2 - Fair Trade Brunch 

Description A brunch to promote importance of breakfast and fair trade. 

Benefits This is a good event because it promotes fair trade on campus, breakfast and we 

could also use this as a time to promote ourselves. 

Difficulties -costs 

-advertising 

-not knowing how many people will attend 

Long-term This has been a successful event in the past (free food is always appealing), and 

it would be great to continue this as a tradition. 

How -contact collaborators 

-purchase/order breakfast food 

-contact people who were involved last year to get an idea of the amount of 

food we need 

-advertise 

-location? 

 

-begin prep in summer, completed early September 



 

 

Partners -OPIRG 

-Macycle, Global Village  

-maybe EWB or Farmstand/MTCG could provide local fruit 

 

Objective 3 - Bike To The Bay 

Description This is an event where as a group, students bike down to the bay. We can 

provide prizes to encourage people to get involved. 

Benefits This event encourages McMaster students to get off campus and see the 

surrounding environment. It also encourages modes of transportation that don’t 

emit any waste. 

Difficulties -not knowing how many people will come 

Long-term This event encourages sustainable fun. It has been successful in the past and 

shall continue to be successful in the future. 

How -advertise through social media, Clubsfest, Welcome Day 

-arrange giveaways 

-prepare with OPIRG 

-contact other collaborators for advertising help 

 

-prep in summer and finished in September 

Partners -OPIRG 

-Macycle? 

 

Objective 4 - McMaster Day of Service 

Description This is an event ran by MacServe, which aims to get students from all aspects of 

McMaster, working together to promote community involvement. Jobs range 

from planting trees to painting worn buildings. Currently, we are waiting to hear 

from MacServe to determine which area we will be contributing to. 

Benefits This event encourages McMaster students to get off campus and help the 

Hamilton or Mississauga community. 

Difficulties -not knowing how many people will come 

-how can we make volunteering appeal to students 

Long-term This event has been going on for years. This allows for connections, awareness 

and hands on effort to be had. 

How -advertise through social media, Clubsfest, Welcome Day 

-arrange giveaways 

-prepare with MacServe 

-contact other collaborators for advertising help 

 

-prep in summer and finished in September 

Partners - MacServe 

 

Objective 5 - Bike In 



 

 

Description While the weather is still nice, we can pick a location (ie. Park) and set up a 

projector and movie. Students can bike to the location for a night outside 

watching a movie.  

Benefits This teaches students that modes of transportation other than driving can be fun. 

It also reminds them about the importance of getting outside. It also encourages 

students to get off campus. 

Difficulties -location? 

-not knowing how many people will attend 

-where to borrow equipment from? 

-price? 

-bike theft? 

Long-term This could be a great way to start off every school year. 

How -determine where to get equipment and contact company to get it 

-talk with collaborating groups 

-research and book a place to hold event  

-advertise 

 

-prep in summer/beginning of September, completed by end of October 

Partners -Macycle, SCSN 

-Womyn’s Bike Collective 

 

 

Objective 6 - Clothing Swap 

Description This is an event where student have the opportunity to exchange their unwanted 

clothes with other students. (In the past, we have just been involved with paying 

for the atrium and helping with promotion). 

Benefits This event shows students about the importance of reusing clothing and saving 

money.  

Difficulties -finding volunteers 

-advertising 

Long-term This has been an ongoing successful event. The goal is to continue this by 

executing our part very well (lots of promotion and advertisement). 

How -contact Threadwork and other collaborators 

-book atrium 

-advertise 

 

-prep throughout September and October, completed by end of October 

Partners -Threadwork 

 

Objective 7 - Campus Sustainability Fair 



 

 

Description An event promoting sustainability, held in the atrium. (In the past, we were in 

charge of setting up a table educating about recycling).  

 

Benefits Students are able to learn about how they can live more environmentally 

friendly lives. We can also use this time to educate them about the new 

recycling bins, and promote the service. 

Difficulties -how can we make ourselves and our lessons appealing to the students? 

Long-term This will teach students lessons that they can hold onto forever. This is also an 

event that has been going on in past years, and will be great in years to come. 

How -plan a table and lessons, assign people to work the hours 

-brainstorm incentives for students 

Partners -Office of Sustainability 

 

 

Objective 8 - Build a Boardwalk 

Description This is an opportunity for students to have their names engraved onto a 

boardwalk in Cootes Paradise for a cost of $10. 

Benefits This is a beneficial project as students get to contribute to building the 

boardwalk, as well as getting to see their contribution with their names 

engraved. 

Difficulties -advertising 

-getting peoples’ interest 

Long-term A boardwalk in Cootes will result. This event happened last year and was 

deemed unsuccessful; few people purchased a board, likely due to lack of 

advertising. This year, it is key for us to advertise better through social media 

and word of mouth at table times. If we can make this year a success, next year 

we can know that we can do something similar. 

How -contact collaborators 

-advertise  

-determine how to send out a mass email to graduating McMaster students, as 

this would be a great way for them to leave a mark on the community before 

they leave 

Partners -Wayne Terryberry 

 

Objective 9 - Post Frost Week Clean Up 

Description There is always a lot of waste and litter generated off campus throughout Frost 

Week. This clean up would require our efforts and the efforts of volunteers 

(maybe we could give them prizes), to clean up McMaster’s surrounding area. 

This event would shadow the Community Clean Up event that occurred 

following Welcome Week. 

Benefits This would be beneficial as it would get students physically involved in 

cleaning the school; they’d be able to see direct results from their efforts. This 

would also benefit people off campus, as the area would be made clean again.  



 

 

Difficulties -getting people to volunteer 

-not knowing how many people will attend 

-weather? 

Long-term If successful, we can do this again after every Frost Week. 

How -talk with custodial staff for support and supplies 

-determine incentives 

-advertise 

-prepare with SCSN 

-contact other collaborators for advertising help 

 

-prep during Frost Week, execute following week 

Partners -SCSN 

-Maroons, Inter Residence Council, Shinerama (get them to advertise) 

 

Objective 10 - Carrot Growing Workshop 

Description This is an event that teaches students how to grow their own food. v 

Benefits Students learn about the importance of eating locally, and how to grow their 

own food. They also leave with their own plant. 

Difficulties -costs 

-determining sign up 

Long-term Students benefit as they learn valuable information. If successful, maybe this 

can be done multiple times next year. 

How -purchase equipment 

-book room 

-advertise 

Partners -MTCG 

-Farmstand 

 

Objective 11 - Tomato growing workshop 

Description This is an event that teaches students how to grow their own food. 

Benefits Students learn about the importance of eating locally, and how to grow their 

own food. They also leave with their own plant. 

Difficulties -costs 

-determining sign up 

Long-term Students benefit as they learn valuable information. If successful, maybe this 

can be done multiple times next year. 

How -purchase equipment 

-book room 

-advertise 

Partners -MTCG 

 

Objective 12 - World Water Week 



 

 

Description This is an event that promotes providing water to third world countries and 

being environmentally friendly when it comes to water consumption. This is 

done through table times throughout the week. 

Benefits -students learn valuable information 

-gives us an opportunity to network with students 

Difficulties -getting students interested 

Long-term Students learn valuable information from this event. If successful, it can 

continue to the next year, and maybe become something bigger. 

How -contact collaborators 

-book atrium 

-plan daily events and lessons 

-advertise 

Partners -WaterCan McMaster, Other? 

 

Objective 13 - Cootes Clean Up 

Description This event is a clean up of the grounds of Cootes Paradise.  

Benefits This event is beneficial as students are working together to clean up the 

community. It gives an opportunity for students to get outside once the weather 

starts to get better.  

Difficulties -getting volunteers 

-weather 

Long-term A cleaner community will result, as well as students’ long-term understanding 

of the need to play a part in the environment around them. This is something 

that has been done for a while, and with ongoing success, we can continue 

doing this in the future. 

How -contact collaborators 

-find equipment 

-advertise 

-determine incentives 

Partners -WaterCan McMaster  

-Stewards of Cootes Watershed 

 

 

Objective 14 - Pangaea 

Description Pangea is an awesome event. It does however, generate a lot of waste that can 

be avoided. It would be awesome to become involved with Pangaea, and help 

them to make the event more environmentally friendly. Maybe discounted 

tickets can be given to individuals who bring their own plate and cutlery. 

Benefits -less waste produced 

-Pangaea will develop a reputation for being environmentally friendly 

Difficulties -determining other, affordable options there are to disposable dish wear  



 

 

Long-term If successful, Pangaea can continue to become a more environmentally friendly 

event in future years. 

How -contact Diversity Services 

-brainstorm options for dish wear that is more environmentally friendly 

-advertise 

Partners -Diversity Services 

 

Objective 15 - Celebration night for Earth Week with Waste Diversion information release 

(coffeehouse?)  

Description This event could be somewhat like a talent show, similar to the coffeehouse that 

was held last year. Ideally, it will take place in Bridges, snacks and drinks will 

be offered, and talent from McMaster students will be displayed. Here, we will 

release the results of benefits experienced from the new recycling bins in 

MUSC. 

Benefits This will be an opportunity for great collaboration and celebration of the year. 

 

Difficulties -booking spot 

-finding talent 

-getting attenders  

-costs of refreshments 

Long-term If this event is successful, this event can be repeated and upscaled in future 

years. 

How -contact collaborators 

-advertise/seek talent 

-purchase refreshments/hire Paradise Catering 

-gather information regarding recycling amounts 

-advertise 

Partners -Health and WellnessCentre 

-Office of Sustainability 

-QSCC 

-SHEC 

-OPIRG (get free trade food from the place that they got their food in 

September’s brunch) 

-seek other clubs for talent 

 

Objective 16 - Earth Day Event 

Description Unsure as to what this will entail. I am hoping that the incoming exec team will 

be able to help. Possible events include: Planet Earth movie screening, Cootes 

Hike. 

Benefits Raise awareness about Earth Day. Fun. 

 

Difficulties -deciding on goal 

-getting people excited about Earth Day 



 

 

Long-term This event can raise awareness about Earth Day and the importance of 

environmental sustainability. 

How Must determine with team and will depend on event. 

Partners Unsure 

-possibly Macycle 

 

Objective 17 - Educational Table Times- with giveaways, information (monthly) 

Description This objective is simply to have members of MACgreen in MUSC every month, 

teaching lessons about the environment, and promoting our events. 

Benefits I often hear people commenting that they are unsure as to what MACgreen 

does. I want to ensure that people become more aware of what we do, and this 

would be a great solution. This would give us the opportunity to connect with 

more people, educate them, and promote our events. 

Difficulties -commitment from our members 

Long-term This would leave McMaster students more educated about the environment. It 

was also benefit all of our events in the future. 

How -book table times monthly 

-assign people to fill the hours 

-develop plan for each of the weeks 

Partners -no one 

 

Objective 18 - Used But Not Bruised making workshops and increasing sales 

Description Used But Not Bruised books are awesome, but our objective for them for next 

year is to increase the amount of them that we have to sell, as well as increase 

the locations to sell them. Also, it would be great to see all MSU services and 

departments using them. A larger demand would require a larger amount of 

workshops to develop them. 

Benefits This would allow for much paper to be saved. Upsizing this would allow for us 

to reach more people. 

Difficulties -getting volunteers to make books 

-getting places on campus to sell the books  

Long-term This will save paper, raise awareness, and can carry on to next year. 

How -designate one exec as a leader 

-book room 

-advertise for volunteers 

-get incentives for volunteers 

-find more people to sell books 

Partners - Titles 

- Libraries (to give paper) 

- Underground 

- The Tank 

- MSU Services interested in getting books (talk to Anna for this) 



 

 

 

Objective 19 - Think Recycle collections (monthly) and increase awareness and usage of 

bins. 

Description The objective of this is to give students a proper location for them to dispose of 

their electronic, printer and battery waste. This program ran in the past, but its 

usage has been low. I would like to increase awareness of the program through 

advertisement by word of mouth and social media. 

Benefits This is beneficial as it allows for proper waste disposal and awareness to 

students. 

Difficulties -finding someone to pick up waste 

-informing students 

-finding locations to put waste bin 

-getting more bins 

Long-term This would be beneficial in the long term as waste will be avoided from going 

in improper bins.  

How -designate one exec as a leader 

-contact collaborators 

-advertise 

-determine and contact bin supplier 

Partners -Think Recycle 

 

 

GOALS to strive for 
 

List 3 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of September 

1) Message other MSU services and clubs who we would like to collaborate with (especially 

groups with events for September) 

2) Begin Exec Team hiring process (contact old members and have applications for new 

members posted on MSU website) 

3) Have committee room space and email organized 

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1
st
) 

1) Carrot Growing Workshop 

2) More awareness and usage of Think Recycle 

3) Establish monthly MUSC education tabling routine  

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2
nd

) 

1) Release of MUSC waste diversion results with celebration 

2) Used But Not Bruised Books being used throughout MSU and sold at multiple locations 

3) Work with Pangea to make it more environmentally friendly 

 

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 

your department did over the course of the year, what would that include? 

 



 

 

At the end of the year, I would like to describe MACgreen as a tight-knit unit that made 

connections with lots of people. I hope that we will be able to look back and see large and 

specific numbers surrounding the amount of waste in MUSC diverted to recycling or compost 

rather than garbage. We will gain a reputation as a group that regularly educated students about 

different environmental concerns, through regular table times and fun, informative events. I 

hope to look back and see that we collaborated with all different types of clubs and services, 

especially through fun events that promote both of our causes. By the end of the year, I want 

people to regard MACgreen as a service that is significant to the McMaster community, who 

provides environmental education and memorable services and events. Overall, I hope to look 

back and see that the McMaster community is more excited about environmental sustainability. 

 

 

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist 

 

Summer 

(preparation) 

- Prepare for Clubsfest 

- Contact all collaborators we plan to work with 

- Have solid plans for September events 

- Organize email and committee room 

- Determine exec position 

September - Clubsfest 

- Hire Exec and delegate positions 

- Community Cleanup Event 

- Fair Trade Brunch 

- Bike to the Bay 

- Mac Service Day of Learning 

October - Used But Not Bruised book making active and running with more 

locations selling notebooks 

- Bike In 

- Clothing Swap 

- Campus Sustainability Fair 

November - Think Recycle increase locations for disposal 

- Carrot Growing Workshop 

December - Build a Boardwalk 

January - Post Frost Week Clean Up 

February - Carrot Growing Workshop 

March  - Tomato growing workshop 

- World Water Week 

- Cootes Clean Up 

- Clothing Swap 



 

 

April - Pangaea 

- Celebration night for Earth Week with Waste Diversion information 

release (coffeehouse?)  

- Earth Day Event 

- Fair Trade Brunch 

On months when there is not much planned, I think it would be nice to do random giveaways. 

For example, one day we could give out reusable water bottles in MUSC. Prior to this day we 

could leave hints on social media to look out for MACgreen on campus. 

 

Weekly - Educational Table Times- with giveaways, information (biweekly-

monthly) 

- Used But Not Bruised making workshops 

- Think Recycle collections (biweekly-monthly) 

- Meetings 

- Greenvine Newsletter release (monthly) 

 

 

COLLABORATION within the MSU  
 

-Post-Welcome Week Clean up 

-Maroons and Shinerama- These groups play a huge role in Welcome Week, therefore their 

collaboration with us to clean up the campus following the week would be awesome. 

- Bike In 

-Macycle, SCSN, OPIRG- These groups would be great collaborators as the bike in would 

involve biking, going to a location off campus, and promoting environmentally friendly fun. (A 

bike in is like a drive in with bikes). 

 
FINAL COMMENTS leave nothing out 
 

A big goal for MACgreen for the year is to do a good job with getting information out. 

Reviewing the transition plan from last year’s MACgreen director, I was reminded that there 

were many events that took place. However, my memories of these events are vague, as the 

whole MACgreen committee did not take much part in the execution of these events. I plan to 

have weekly meetings, which will allow me to ensure that each member is well involved in each 

event. I also want to make each event and objective made widely known to the McMaster 

Community. Through social media, word of mouth through table times and more, I want all 

students to know about the goings on of MACgreen; all opportunities will be obvious and easy 

accessible for students to get involved. I would also like to frequently update the MACgreen 

display box in MUSC and look in to sending out mass emails to the McMaster emails of the 

student body. We will also always offer incentives where possible (this means ensuring that our 

budget is appropriately and completely used). I want for MACgreen to reach more students, 

therefore increasing environmental knowledge and benefit. Overall, I want MACgreen to be fun, 

informative, team-oriented, beneficial and well known to the McMaster community. 

 



 

 

 

Concerns: 

Right now, one of my main concerns is for September. I’m a bit worried about this first month of 

work because it is so busy, and at this time I will not be fully comfortable into the position (I will 

still be a bit unsure about finances, how to get posters made, leading the group). These things, I 

feel, I will become easier with time, but since September is so busy, I worry that I won’t have 

enough time at the start to get comfortable. Another thing that I want to ensure is that I develop a 

solid divide of work for the exec team. Last year, there was a very big imbalance for work 

division; the director ended up doing so much, while some of the exec did nothing at all. I 

obviously want to be very involved, but I also want the group to feel the same.  
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 The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your department intend 

to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals that you wish to 

accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give your supervisor an 

understanding of the direction you wish to take with your department, and identify areas where 

support can be given. When completed, the YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and 

visions of your department, and allow the respective members to focus their attention on areas of 

importance within the MSU. 

 

1. Read over the YEARplan.  

2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer). 

3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 2
nd

, 2013. 

4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan. 

5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 29
th

, 2013. 

 

 The final copy will be submitted to the Executive Board for review and approval at the 

August 6
th

 meeting. 

 

 If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date 

indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable 

extension (contact information above). 

mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
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mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
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MISSION an overview 

 

SHEC is a peer health education and referral service that is run by students for students. We 

focus on providing students with objective, up-to-date information on a variety of health topics 

so students who use our service can make their next decision regarding their health in an 

informed and confident manner. Our main services are peer support, free anonymous pregnancy 

testing on site, a lending library and free condoms, dental dams, vaginal contraceptive film and 

lube. We also offer other great services like information pamphlets, a weekly radio show (The 

SHEC Show), a weekly Silhouette article and our blog. We are also very dedicated to organizing 

a variety of informative, educational and fun health-related events throughout the year. Another 

valued aspect of SHEC that can be overlooked is the safe, open and non-judgmental atmosphere 

that students and volunteers to have access to. The main objectives for this upcoming year are to 

improve volunteer training, increase promotion of SHEC during Welcome Week and to create a 

new SHEC event based on student feedback and volunteer’s ideas. I am also focusing on 

increasing volunteer attendance at SHEC events and transitioning our current scheduling system 

to an online system. Accomplishing all these objectives listed will ensure SHEC has a successful 

year and that our valuable services help students make informed, confident choices about their 

own health.  

 
ROLES that individuals play 

 

List all positions found within or in relation to your department including full-time and part time 

staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles if applicable and how their role intersects 

with yours. 

 

 Name of Individual Role(s) 

1. 

 

Educational 

Programming Exec 

Matt Greenacre 

-Oversee the events that EP organizes such as: Sex After 

Dark, New Years Resolution Fair, information tables in the 

student centre, and give feedback or help out as needed 

-Stay informed of all EP events  

2. 

 

Promotions Exec 

Katherine Steckham 

-Give feedback, help out as needed and/or ensure all promo 

material is being completed in a timely matter.  

-Stay informed of all projects Promo is working on 

3. 

 

Media-Radio Exec 

Alena Lukich 

-Give feedback, stay informed of all radio shows and/or 

projects Radio committee is working on  

4. 

 

Outreach Exec 

Rabea Parpia 

-Give feedback, stay informed of events Outreach committee 

is organizing or community events they are 

promoting/helping out with. 

-Look out of community health-related events that Outreach 

could be involved with 

5. 

 

Media-Silhouette Exec 

Palika Kohli 

-Give feedback, stay informed of articles the Sil committee is 

working on for The Silhouette and our blog 

6. 

 

Internal Programming 

and University Relations 

Exec 

-Stay informed of volunteers who are repeatedly missing 

shifts and/or trainings 

-Give feedback as necessary 
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Laura Jamieson  

7. 

 

Addictions Awareness 

Exec 

Darin Kirchin 

-Give feedback, stay informed of all events that theAA 

committee is organizing 

-help out as needed 

8. 

 

Resources Exec 

Alisha Sunderji  

-Give feedback, stay informed of new books resources are 

ordering, other projects they are working on to keep SHEC’s 

information up-to-date 

9. 

 

Training Exec  

Tina Cody 

-Give feedback, stay informed of current and potential 

trainings Tina is working on for our SHEC volunteers 

 

10. 

 

Our volunteers! (31) -SHEC’s volunteers ensure that SHEC’s services are 

smoothly running and available to students. They also 

participate on committees that put on events throughout the 

year. 

-Ensure volunteers are have attended our September training 

weekend and completed make-up assignments if necessary 

-Resolve any volunteer issues and ensure volunteers are 

acting in a professional, confidential manner when on shift 

and in the centre. 

11. 

 

VP Admin 

Anna D’Angela  

-Primary point of contact for questions, concerns, etc  

-Keeping you informed of important projects, events, etc 

SHEC is working on 

12. 

 

Kathy Paterson 

Health Educator, 

Student Wellness Centre 

-Keeping Kathy informed of the projects/events, etc that  

SHEC is working on and how SHEC and SWC might work 

together 

 

13. 

CFMU  

Jamie Tennant 

-Ensuring the SHEC Show is successfully produced by our 

Media-Radio Exec and committee 

 

 

13. 

The Silhouette -Publishing of a weekly health coloumn created by our 

Media-Sil Exec and committee  

-Collaboration for Sex and the Steel City (writers and 

models) 

 

OBJECTIVES step by step  Copy and paste to add more objectives if required 

 

Objective 1 Switch our volunteer shift scheduling from paper to an online program.  

Description Switching from a paper and email system to an online program for scheduling 

volunteer shifts will be more efficient in a variety of ways. For our Internal 

Programming and University Relations exec, it will be easier to track who has 

good/bad/poor shift attendance. It also will reduce excessive emails for shift 

switching. Overall it will improve the organizational process of shift 

attendance and shift scheduling.  

 

Benefits -Easier and more efficient for our IP & UR Exec to keep track of volunteer 

shifts 
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-IP & UR Exec has more time to work on other projects (Canadian Blood 

Services promotion for example) 

-Easier to for volunteers to sign in, switch shifts and keep track of shifts they 

have missed.  

Difficulties -Could take time choosing the right scheduling program 

-Some programs are free, some cost money  

-Some volunteers/exec might prefer to stick to our current system 

Long-term -Continuing to use an online scheduling program would ensure good 

organization and a more efficient way of keep track of volunteer shifts.  

How -Research online scheduling programs 

-Choose one that best fits SHEC 

-Download program 

-Instruct volunteers on how to use it, preferably during September Training 

-Monitor its usage, to make sure volunteers are using it correctly and that it is 

successful.  

-I imagine this the whole implementation and monitoring of this plan would 

take about a month to a month and a half. 

Partners -Asking around to other MSU services to see if they have had experiences with 

online scheduling and what were the pros/cons of having an online scheduling 

system 

 

 

Objective 2 Improving Volunteer Training 

Description Dealing with sensitive topics in an educational, informative and peer 

environment is something SHEC volunteers do on a regular basis. As a result 

we need to ensure that our volunteers are well informed on a variety of health 

related topics, as well as how to present this information in a professional, 

respectable and sensitive context.  

Benefits -Volunteers will feel less nervous and more confident when dealing with 

students who come into the centre 

-If they feel more confident they will be able to have a better interaction with 

the person who comes into the centre 

-SHEC as a whole will be able to deliver better services 

 

Difficulties -Figuring out which are the best-suited trainings volunteers could attend 

-Ensuring all volunteers attend these trainings and creating make-up 

assignments for those who do not  

Long-term Ensuring that our volunteers have better training will make our services better 

overall. With better services being consistently offered, students who use our 

service will walk away feeling more satisfied and being better able to make 

decisions about their own health. This can in turn increase awareness and word 

of mouth promotion about SHEC and the value of our services.  

How The previous year’s coordinator, Stephanie Assmann and I already have hired 

a training exec. The responsibility of the training exec will be to organize 

monthly trainings for our volunteers. This ensures that volunteers are 

consistently receiving training through out the year. I have also been in touch 
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with Pearl Mendonca and Melissa Fernandes from the Student Wellness 

Centre, and they are creating a 2 hour training session on peer support. We 

already have peer support training during our training weekend in September 

but this session with Pearl and Melissa will be happening in early October. 

This way our volunteers will have already had some time to peer support, 

which will allow this training to focus on the more detailed aspects of how to 

be an excellent peer supporter.  

Partners -Pearl Mendonca, Melissa Fernandes and Kathy Patterson from the Student 

Wellness Centre 

-Training Exec 

 

 

Objective 3 SHEC Promotion during Welcome Week 

Description Increasing awareness about SHEC and our services by having a promotion 

campaign. This will include things like: 

-Increasing our social media activity 

-booking a banner in banner space  

-Advertising our “You’ve got a friend in me” posters on Rez TV, Union 

Market 

-Having some SHEC swag to hand out to first years/put in the Welcome Week 

bag 

-Participating in PJ parade again this year 

-Participating in SOCS Olympics 

-Participating in ClubsFest 

-Having a few volunteers walk around during a couple different times of 

Welcome Week approaching students and handing out SHEC swag, 

pamphlets, talking to them about the services we offer 

Benefits With increased promotion during welcome week, this would increase 

awareness of our services to a lot more students, specifically first years. 

During a week which can be extremely fun but also overwhelming for first 

years, increasing awareness of our service lets students know that they have a 

place to come and discuss their issues/questions/concerns right away, instead 

of letting the issue cause more stress then it needs too. SHEC could be a great 

place for first years to access if they are feeling overwhelmed and need 

someone to talk too or simply get more information on a certain health subject. 

Difficulties -Contacting the appropriate services with enough time to book our promotion 

services (ex RezTV, Union Market) 

-Ensuring we have enough swag to give away and ordering that on time 

-Getting enough volunteers out to participate in PJ parade, walking around 

campus around during welcome week and ClubFest. 

Long-term In the long term, this would increase awareness about the services and events 

we offer. The sooner students know about our services, the sooner they are 

likely to use them. At no other point in the year are we able to reach such a 

large amount of students in such a short period of time. It also shows students 

that SHEC is a welcoming and friendly service catering to a variety of students 

and health topics. Overall it could help to increase the amount of students who 
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use our service. 

How -Contact Residence Life for advertising on RezTV  

-Contact Union Market for advertisement 

-Contact MUSC Admin for banner space (waiting on reply) 

-Plan event for SOCS Olympics  

-Printing updated pamphlets, ordering SHEC swag 

-Contacting volunteers and asking them to help out with: SOCS Olympics, 

ClubsFest, PJ Parade and walk-arounds 

Partners -Promo exec: Katherine Steckham 

-Residence Life 

-Union Market 

-SOCS 

-SHEC volunteers 

 

 

Objective 4 Organize a new event 

Description I would really like to create a new SHEC event that becomes part of the yearly 

calendar. We would gather student feedback through social media on what 

type of event students would like to see happen, and based on their feedback, 

have volunteers or execs come forward with ideas for a new event and 

organize this event.  

Benefits It fosters creativity and new ideas, and for those ideas that are put into action, 

it is a great accomplishment for SHEC and the committee(s) that puts the event 

on. It will also help to grab student’s attention in a new and exciting way, 

which could be another way of increasing our awareness about our services 

and what we can provide students. 

Difficulties -Coming up with feasible events 

-Getting those new ideas off the ground 

-Supporting the people organizing the event 

Long-term -If this event is successful it is another way that SHEC can get our name out 

there and help students.  

How -Let volunteers and execs know of this proposal 

-We could also reach out to the general McMaster community via social media 

(Facebook, Twitter, our blog) and ask them what new SHEC event they would 

like to see created. Based on student’s feedback, we could narrow down ideas 

for a new event.  

-Encourage volunteers and execs to come forward with new ideas (perhaps in 

the form of a contest) 

-Complete the necessary steps execute this event in a successful manner.  

Partners -Will depend on the nature of the event.  

 

 

Objective 5 Increased volunteer attendance at SHEC events 

Description This past year our exec team and coordinator often had trouble securing 

enough volunteers to help out at SHEC events. Usually we would end up 
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having enough volunteers, however it would be at the last minute, which was 

very stressful on the execs and volunteers organizing the event. This year I 

want to have more volunteers signed up for events with adequate time to spare, 

so we ensure the event runs smoothly and everyone is less stressed.  

Benefits The benefits of this would be less stress for my exec team and myself and a 

more cohesive SHEC team. It would also make SHEC events run more 

smoothly. Having a large group of dedicated volunteers also helps to improve 

our events, our services and SHEC as a whole. 

Difficulties -How exactly to best motivate volunteers 

-This will be something that takes time, it isn’t a quick fix 

Long-term -Having increased volunteer attendance can improve our events in a variety of 

ways. It ensures our events run more smoothly and successfully, and the more 

this happens with more of our events, the better reception we have from 

attendees and volunteers.  

-Being a part of a team that puts on a successful event is a great feeling. This 

in turn can help create a more cohesive SHEC team. It also allows more 

volunteers to see the value of being directly involved with SHEC events. 

How -Explaining to volunteers during our training weekend the personal, 

educational and leadership value they receive when being an active part of 

SHEC. It is also important to make volunteers aware of how much better our 

events and services become when we have a large team of highly dedicated 

volunteers at our events.  

-New volunteer, Christmas and end-of-year parties and potlucks are a good 

way to informally increase commitment of our volunteers. Organizing these 

parties show our volunteers how much we appreciate them, and hopefully in 

turn they come to value SHEC more.   

-Signing up for an intramural SHEC dodge ball team and hosting a potluck are 

new events this year that will help to increase volunteer commitment and 

dedication, and in turn participation at our events. 

Partners N/A 

 

 

Objective 6 Have 2 General Assemblies  

Description Partway through each term, I would like to gather all our volunteers together 

for a “General Assembly”. Each committee will take their turn explaining what 

projects they are currently working on, which will allow all our volunteers to 

be kept up-to-date with other committees, not just their own. I would also like 

to have a feedback session, allowing volunteers to give feedback on what they 

were concerned/happy/wondering about. If volunteers are too shy to voice 

their opinion in front of others, I will give them the option of emailing me 

confidentially. It also gives us a chance to get together as one team, as once 

school starts we don’t have too many chances to all be in one room together. 

Benefits -Keeps volunteers and execs up-to-date on what projects other committees are 

working on, what we have accomplished, what we can improve on 

-Allows volunteers a chance to voice their own opinion and have a say about 

the way SHEC operates 
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-Gives volunteers a chance to socialize and get to know one another better 

Difficulties -Picking a time that works for the majority of our volunteers 

-Using the feedback received from this session and putting it into action 

Long-term -Future coordinators and execs could use this as check-point to ensure they are 

guiding SHEC/their committees in the right direction. It is also another event 

where volunteers feel valued because the coordinator and execs are asking for 

volunteer’s opinion, which can in turn strengthen team bonds. Overall this is 

an event that can help the coordinator and exec assess what they are doing 

right/what they can improve on and it gives volunteers an opportunity to voice 

their opinions. 

How -Book a room in MUSC large enough for our whole team 

-Pick a time and date that works for the majority of volunteers 

-Gather everyone together at the preferred time and lead the general assembly 

Partners -MUSC Admin (to book a room) 

 

 

 

 

GOALS to strive for 
 

List 3 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of September 

1) All the promo material needed for Welcome Week is ready to go (banner, posters, etc) 

2) September training planned 

3) Plan and lead our exec training (late August)  

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1
st
) 

1) Successful SHEC promotion campaign during Welcome Week 

2) Have a “general assembly” meeting for SHEC, where all committees get together and we all 

update each other on our respective committees. 

3) Ensure Execs transition smoothly into their new roles and their events are successful.  

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2
nd

) 

1) Successful execution of a new SHEC event 

2) Hiring execs for the 2014/2015 school year and promoting volunteer applications and hiring 

volunteers 

3) Volunteers have received consistent, solid monthly trainings provided by the training exec  

 

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 

your department did over the course of the year, what would that include? 

 

-Marching in the Toronto Pride Parade!  

-Having a SHEC promotion campaign during Welcome Week and getting the word out to 

more first years  

-Having monthly trainings, which would result in better trained volunteers  

-Through our services such as peer support, free confidential pregnancy tests and free 

contraceptives, helping as many students as possible work through their concerns/issues 
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-Having an increase of awareness about some of our newer initiatives, such as our blog 

(shecmcmaster.tunblr.com) and our radio show  

-Having my volunteers and execs feel that SHEC was a valuable experience for them and they 

felt they were part of an open, inclusive and fun community  

 

 

 

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist 

 

Summer 

(preparation) 

- Design promo material for Welcome Week 

-reserve banner spaces, get posters and other various items on time 

-make a welcome week “Welcome to SHEC” video 

-plan September training (plan itinerary, book rooms, contact speakers, 

etc) 

-Send out quizzes 1 and 2 

-Design and order new t-shirts 

-contact volunteers so SHEC can be open during welcome week 

September -Volunteer training weekend (Sept 7 & 8) 

-Participate in Welcome Week (PJ parade) 

-Take back the Night 

-Start of “The SHEC Show” and weekly Sil articles 

-Start planning Sex After Dark 

-Start planning first Bar Blitz 

-New Volunteer Social 

-Regular blog posts 

-Choose volunteer of the monthUp 

October -Weekly Radio shows (4) 

-Weekly Sil articles (4) 

-Trick or Eat 

-Advertise and put on Sex After Dark 

-Advertise and put on Bar Blitz 

-Bi-weekly exec meeting 

-Put on a “General Assembly” for all volunteers and execs 

-Regular blog posts 

-Volunteer Training 

-Choose volunteer of the month 

November -4 Radio shows 

-4 Silhouette articles 

-Addictions Awareness Fair 

-Regular blog posts 

-Set up exam shifts 

-Volunteer Training 

-Release of Cookbook 

-Bi-weekly exec meeting 

-Choose volunteer of the month 

December -Holiday Social 
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-1 Radio show 

-1 Sil Article 

-Stressbusters 

-Volunteer Training 

-1 exec meeting 

-Choose volunteer of the month 

January -Volunteer Training Day (First weekend back) 

-3 Radio shows 

-3 Sil Articles 

-Bar Blitz 

-Start preparation for Sex and the Steel City (getting models, writers, etc) 

-Bi-weekly exec meeting 

-Choose volunteer of the month 

February -Sex and the Steel City  

-4 Radio Shows 

-4 Sil Articles 

-Valentine’s day event 

-Promote applications for 2014/2015 SHEC volunteers 

-Volunteer Training 

-Bi-weekly exec meeting 

-Choose volunteer of the month 

March  -Release Exec apps and start interviews 

-Interviews for potential SHEC volunteers 

-Select new volunteers and let them know  

-Impaired Driving Simulation with Efrt 

-Last bar blitz  

-4 Radio shows  

-4 Sil articles 

-Volunteer Training 

-Bi-weekly exec meeting 

-Choose volunteer of the month 

April -End of Year Social 

-1 Radio show 

-1 Sil article 

-Stressbusters 

-Volunteer Training 

-Last exec meeting 

-Choose volunteer of the month 

 

Weekly -Keep up to date with what the exec are planning 

-Radio show 

-Silhouette article 

-Put out weekly reading material 

-Keep on track of volunteer’s shift attendance 

-Update the website 
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COLLABORATION within the MSU  
 
[Please provide an example of where your service can collaborate with a) another MSU Service 

and b) non-MSU Service (e.g. SRA Caucus, Business Unit, Clubs, etc) . Make sure to specify 

which MSU Service the example is relevant to, how the project or idea is better supported by this 

collaboration what each can gain from collaborating on the project or idea.] 

 
1. I would love for SHEC to collaborate with Mac Farmstand. SHEC already collaborates with 

Mac Farmstand for our cookbooks, but it would be great to have a fall event during a day they 

are selling produce. An interactive event that shows students the benefits of eating healthy (and 

preferably local) food and learning to cook your own food would be very beneficial for students. 

 
2. A collaboration between SHEC and FAM/QSCC. I think it would be really cool to do an event 

that focuses on queer health. We could use the event to inform students what health issues are 

specific to queer people. It would also be a great opportunity to provide information and 

resources for places that deal specifically with queer health issues. Perhaps getting a speaker to 

address some of these issues would be interesting, informative and help create a greater draw of 

students. 

 
FINAL COMMENTS leave nothing out 
 
Looking forward to a super year!  
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